Introduction
Stated preference (SP) methods are employed in various policy contexts including environmental valuation, transportation choice, and health assessment. The literature presents a myriad of SP methods with numerous nomenclatures. Categorization of these methods has been challenging.
Common parlance in the profession uses terms like "contingent valuation" ("CV") and "choice experiment" ("CE") to distinguish between two major approaches in SP methods, while other categorizations employ terms like ranking, open-ended tasks, and discrete choice. Adding to the set of names and categorizations (and likely confusion) has been the use of terms like conjoint, choice modelling, attribute-based SP, and a host of other labels. Nevertheless, the most common categorization of SP methods refers to "CV" versus "CEs". In most nonmarket valuation textbooks, "CV" and "CEs" are typically introduced as separate methods (Champ, Boyle, and Brown 2017) . Carson and Louviere (2011) attempt to clarify the nomenclature for SP methods and expunge the use of the terms "contingent valuation" and "choice experiment" when referring to the value elicitation approaches. They suggest the term "discrete choice experiment" be used to describe a SP elicitation method that asks respondents to choose a single option from a given set of options.
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They differentiate discrete choice experiment approaches from matching approaches, in which respondents are asked to provide a numerical match to their preferences in a form of a statement of a money amount, for example, by responding to an open-ended question or by circling one amount from a list of amounts on a payment card. Carson and Louviere (2011) say that variations of discrete choice experiments or matching tasks can be characterized by whether a single question or a sequence of questions is used. Within discrete choices, they distinguish between single binary choice (choose one from a pair of options), single multinomial choice (choose one from more than two options), complete ranking of options, best-worst choice, and choice of a subset of options.
Carson and Louviere's classification is very systematic, yet the literature has not completely adopted the nomenclature. Even the recent Contemporary Guidance for Stated Preference Methods paper by Johnston et al. (2017) makes use of the terms "CV" and "CE", defining "CV" as a valuation task examining an "indivisible whole" (p. 320) where only the price attribute varies between respondents and / or between valuation tasks, and "CE" as valuation based on attributes (separate characteristics) of a considered good. Johnston et al. (2017) identify three primary considerations for researchers in choosing between "CV" and "CEs": (1) whether marginal or total values are needed for decision making, (2) how respondents view the evaluated good (as a whole or as separable into individual attributes), and (3) how the framing of the valuation task impacts respondents' understanding of the task. The first two considerations are about whether "CV" or "CEs" are appropriate for a certain valuation policy context or the decision of whether to characterize the good as having attributes or not; whereas the third consideration is the focal point of a large literature comparing the two approaches.
While the distinctions between value elicitation methods may be viewed as semantics, there are at least two important reasons for additional clarity in the description and evaluation of SP approaches. First, the differences in elicitation approaches can result in differences in validity of the obtained value estimates. For example, a consequential single binary choice question is incentive compatible in the sense of leading to truthful preference revelation (Farquharson 1969) , while other forms of valuation tasks, such as tasks with multiple alternatives or surveys with sequences of tasks, may encourage respondents to strategically misrepresent their preferences Groves 2007, 2011; Vossler et al. 2012) . Second, there have been, and continue to be, comparisons of so-called "CV" and "CE" approaches, with the underlying rationale often being convergent validity assessment. Mixed evidence on convergence of value estimates derived from "CV" and "CE" approaches has generated concerns about the validity of SP methods (e.g., Hanley et al. 1998a; Cameron et al. 2002; Ryan 2004; Jin et al. 2006; Goldberg and Rosen 2007) . However, the vast majority of these studies do not make comparisons of value estimates that are based on equivalent surveys (for example, the "CV" and "CE" surveys differ in the number of attributes, options to choose from, and/or valuation tasks) or on equivalent econometric analyses.
Consequently, many of the observed differences in estimates coming from "CV" and "CEs" could be ascribed to a variety of differences in methodological techniques. Our review of the literature suggests that, rather than comparing "CV" with "CEs" in general, the focus of research should be on examining specific variants (dimensions) of SP methods (for example, differences in framing or in the format of presenting options for choice).
The purpose of this paper, therefore, is to reexamine the "CV" versus "CEs" comparison literature in terms of SP design and methodology features and to provide new empirical evidence on one dimension of differences between "CV" and "CEs" that our review reveals as understudied.
We first review the large literature that compares "CV" and "CEs" to closely examine how the two approaches are employed. The review shows that within-study comparisons of the two approaches, rather than tests of convergent validity between "CV" and "CEs", can be described as comparisons of SP methods that vary across many dimensions including (1) the number of options presented per valuation task, (2) the number of tasks given per respondent, (3) the framing of valuation tasks (e.g., respondents provide a number in an open-ended question, vote in a referendum in single binary choice, and choose their most preferred option in a multinomial choice task), (4) the set (and order) of attributes that characterize options, (5) econometric models used for data analysis, and (6) the (text or table) format of information presented.
Despite the diversity of applications that have been called "CV" and "CEs", or the assessment of differences in SP approaches, we show through the structured literature review that an understudied difference between the two approaches is the presentation of information in valuation tasks: in many applications of "CV", the information is displayed as text, while in a typical "CE", it is displayed in a table. 2 In principle, one could present as text the attribute-based information describing the evaluated good(s) commonly shown in tables in "CEs" (e.g. Randall et al. 1974 ); a sequence of text-based valuation tasks could be asked, although sequences of table-based valuation tasks are by far more popular; the same set of attributes and the same experimental design could be employed in both text-based and table-based elicitation tasks; and the same econometric framework could be used to examine data collected through text and table
formats. Yet there are few analyses of the effects of information presentation format on respondents' behavior, as elaborated on in the subsequent section. In addition, the studies that do focus on information presentation do not employ incentive compatible value elicitation questions, which could affect their results.
Observing information presentation format to be an understudied dimension of differences between "CV" and "CE" applications, we conduct a laboratory, induced-value experiment that focuses solely on evaluation of text versus table format of information display in value elicitation tasks, holding all other design and methodological dimensions constant. We implement two treatments which provide participants with the same set of tasks and which differ only in the way the information in the tasks is presented. The text versus table comparison allows us to clearly identify the effect of the format on SPs within an incentive compatible setting. As we "translate" the table description into the text description, the text treatment characterizes the evaluated goods by attributes. We recognize that in this respect, the text-based elicitation task might not be viewed as perfectly analogous to "CV" applications that do not describe goods by attributes. We note, however, there are also many "CV" studies that present goods by attributes (e.g. Adamowicz et al. 2011) . Defining the text treatment this way allows for keeping all design and methodological characteristics the same across treatments except for format, and, hence, it allows for a clean test of the role of format, which constitutes one of the goals of this paper.
Our experimental results reveal several important findings for SP methods. First, we observe that participants perform equally well in text-and (Johnston et al. 2017 ) that suggest using only one task for eliciting preferences as it offers the most straightforward way to ensure incentive compatibility.
Second, responding to text-based elicitation tasks is observed to take substantially more time than responding to table-based elicitation tasks. On one hand, this may be an advantage of table-based tasks as they consume less survey time and fewer respondent cognitive resources. On the other hand, table-based tasks are also associated with a higher frequency of "clicking through" responses that are quickly made and are not payoff-maximizing, relative to text-based tasks.
This paper makes two contributions to the SP literature. First, we identify and categorize the important design and methodological differences between "CV" and "CEs" in previous studies that compared the two approaches. Our assessment shows that a typical "CV" and a typical "CE" often differ across several design and methodological factors within a single comparison and that there are various ways that "CV" versus "CE" comparisons are conducted. Thus, it is difficult to isolate the impact of specific design and methodological factors in SP approaches. Second, observing that one dimension of these differences, namely information display format, has rarely been investigated, we conduct a controlled assessment of the effect of the information presentation format on valuation responses in an incentive compatible environment. This assessment untangles the impact of the presentation format from the effects of the experimental design, use of sequences of value elicitation tasks, different econometric modelling approaches, and other aspects of valuation studies, which have been studied extensively, but are often confounded in comparisons of "CV" versus "CEs". Our empirical inquiry helps shed light on the issue of whether different formats used for information presentation contribute to often found differences in value estimates between "CV" and "CEs" (as indicated by our detailed examination of the literature), or whether other design or methodological factors generate those differences.
The choice of format for presenting information in valuation questions, between text and tables, or a combination of them, is fundamental to SP research. While the recent SP literature largely uses the so-called "CE" format, in which information is typically displayed as tables, it is noteworthy that in the large and well known recent application of SP methods for evaluation of losses caused by the Deepwater Horizon oil spill (Bishop et al. 2017 ), text-based presentation of information was employed in much of the questionnaire. New insights into the impact of information presentation would aid SP researchers in designing valuation studies and may provide additional evidence crucial for obtaining valid and reliable value estimates.
We continue with the paper by first examining the literature comparing "CV" versus "CEs" and the literature investigating the effects of the information presentation format. We then outline our experimental approach, present the results, and discuss the findings.
Literature review

"CV" versus "CE" comparisons
We review the literature comparing "CV" and "CEs" to help clarify how researchers have framed and investigated the differences between these two approaches. The emphasis in this literature is whether these two approaches provide similar value estimates. In other words, the literature examines the convergent validity of the approaches. The majority of studies find that "CEs" produces larger value estimates than "CV" (Hanley et. al. 1998b; Stevens et al. 2000; Foster and Mourato 2003; Lehtonen et al. 2003; Mathews et. al 2004; Travisi and Nijkamp 2004; Hasler et al. 2005; Madureira et al. 2005; Christie and Azevedo 2009; Weber and Stewart 2009; Metcalfe et al. 2012) . A substantial number of studies conclude that "CV" and "CEs" lead to similar value estimates (Adamowicz et al. 1998; Lockwood and Carberry 1999; Abou-ali 2003; Colombo et al. 2006; Jin et al. 2006; Mogas et al. 2006; Tuan and Navrud 2007; Adamowicz et al. 2011; McNair et al. 2011; Loomis and Santiago 2013; He at al. 2017; Price et al. 2017) . One study reports higher value estimates for "CV" than for "CEs" (Boxall et al. 1996) .
The mixed evidence has only furthered the intellectual market for these types of comparisons, and has provided the starting point for the current analysis.
A closer inspection of the literature summarized in Table A .1 reveals that the "CV" and "CE" compared within a single study often differ along a number of dimensions. In fact, a better way to interpret the "CV" versus "CEs" literature might be to view it as an assessment of SP methods that vary in (some of) the following six key dimensions. First, the approaches differ in the number of options per value elicitation task. While "CV" almost always compares a status quo scenario to a single option, "CEs" typically involves a status quo scenario plus two options.
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Second, the number of valuation questions differs, with "CV" usually including only one question and "CEs" asking four or more questions, sometimes even up to 16. Third, the framing of the valuation task is often different between the two approaches. "CV" surveys employ various framings such as a single referendum vote, a double-bounded dichotomous choice, a payment card, or an open-ended question. "CE" surveys most commonly phrase the valuation task as a choice of the preferred option from a provided set of options, where each option is related to a set cost. These three mentioned differences are especially important in light of the recent emphasis on incentive compatibility of the SP survey design (Carson and Groves 2007; Vossler et al. 2012; Johnston et al. 2017) . Fourth, the approaches differ in the set of attributes used to describe the options. For example, in one of the first "CV" versus "CE" comparisons, Boxall et al. (1996) provide 6 attributes in the "CE" and only 2 attributes in the "CV". 5 Fifth, applications often employ different econometric tools to examine data obtained from the "CV" and "CE" questions. For "CV", the econometric models range from a logit or double-bounded logit model for dichotomous choice data to an interval regression model for payment card data; alternatively, summary statistics are simply reported, in particular for open-ended data. The "CE" data are commonly analyzed using conditional logit models, and some of the more recent comparisons employ random parameter 4 Open-ended "CV" questions are indeed an assessment of a single option relative to the status quo, as respondents are asked to indicate the dollar amount they would pay (or receive) for that particular option, while their reference point is the current baseline (status quo). 5 The degree to which respondents perceived other attributes as "fixed" in the "CV" version of the survey is not clear.
logit models to incorporate unobserved heterogeneity in preferences. Sixth, information about the evaluated good(s) is presented differently across the two approaches. "CV" typically uses continuous text descriptions, while "CEs" provide information in tables.
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The multitude of differences means that the discussion should focus on the differences between these (and potentially other) components of SP studies, rather than generally comparing "CV" versus "CEs". A reframing of the "CV" versus "CEs" debate into components of SP methods would focus on the question of which design and / or methodological factor(s) is (are) important in explaining evidenced differences in value estimates obtained from alternative SP approaches.
Another important finding from the reviewed "CV" versus "CE" comparison literature is that there is no consistent implementation of the "CV" and "CE" approaches. In fact, applications of these two approaches vary as much across comparisons as they do within comparisons. For example, some "CV" studies present multiple valuation questions (e.g., Christie and Azevedo 2009), some "CE" tasks include only two choice options (e.g., Jin et al. 2006) , and some "CV"
surveys use tables to present information (e.g., He et al. 2016 ). Numerous differences in "CV" and "CE" applications have given rise to many studies that test the influence of different design factors wholly within a "CV" or "CE" approach. As recently emphasized by Boyle (2017) in a non-market valuation practitioner's textbook, a "CV" question based on a single dichotomous choice is conceptually and analytically equivalent 6 Another related dimension in how the comparison studies differ in their implementation of "CV" and "CE" is the use of quite different sample sizes. For example, Hoehn et al. (2010) have three times more respondents in the "CE" sample compared to the "CV" sample. Using the same example, we note that the differences in sample sizes are not necessarily guided by power considerations. Since a "CV" response typically provides less information about a respondent's preferences than a "CE" response, one could expect "CV" samples to be larger if power concerns were accommodated.
to a "CE" task that uses one elicitation question involving a choice between one option and a status
quo. An important difference that remains is how the information of the good to be valued is presented. This is the starting point for the current work, where we compare text versus table displays.
Information presentation format
Studies from outside the SP literature, in particular in the marketing literature, have examined the role of the information presentation format for respondents' choices in surveys. Bettman and Kakkar (1977) Studies by Hoehn et al. (2010) and Oviedo and Caparros (2015) are most closely related to our research as they both address the role of table and text formats of information presentation. Hoehn et al. (2010) conduct an online survey in which respondents select between a wetland scheduled to be drained and a restored wetland developed as compensation for the drained wetland.
Similar to our experiment, the information about the choice options is presented either as continuous text or as tables, and the study involves a split-sample design to inquire the effects of the information presentation. They find a larger variance and greater use of heuristics in choices made in the text display than in the table display. However, the questions about the wetland preferences are not valuation tasks, and the larger variance in the treatment with the text display may be partially explained by a much smaller sample size in this treatment. three options to be ranked. As noted above, the many differences between the "CV" and "CEs" make it hard to untangle the effect of information presentation format on choices.
In contrast to Hoehn et al. (2010) and Oviedo and Caparros (2015) , we conduct an incentivized induced-value laboratory experiment where the only variation between experimental treatments is the information display. Our study also values a private good, while these two field investigations focus on public goods.
Experimental design
Our experiment is based on the induced-value laboratory experiment of Luchini and Watson (2014) To replicate the experiment of Luchini and Watson (2014) , we use the same set of instructions and the same z-Tree code. 8 The only changes that we make are: replacing the currency GBP with CAD, tiny wording adjustments in the instructions, which do not affect their content, and making the font size larger in the elicitation tasks displayed in z-Tree. The full set of instructions is included in Appendix B. In the sections below, we describe induced values and choice sets, treatments, experimental procedures, and participants.
Induced values and choice sets
The experiment consists of nine rounds. Each round involves participants answering one elicitation task. The design of the tasks mimics value elicitation questions typically implemented in field valuation surveys. Every elicitation task includes a choice between two tokens, Token A and Token B, and an option "Neither Token". The tokens are described by three non-monetary attributes: size, color, and shape, and by a monetary attribute, which is a cost of purchasing a given token. The "Neither Token" option cost a participant nothing.
The value of a token is determined by the token's non-monetary attributes. Small, medium, and large sizes are linked to the values of 0.5 CAD, 2.5 CAD, and 4 CAD, respectively. A red color adds 1 CAD to a token's overall value, a yellow color adds 1.5 CAD, and a blue color adds 2 CAD. A circle shape is valued at 1.5 CAD, a triangle shape at 3 CAD, and a square shape at 6
CAD. Finally, the cost of purchasing a token is subtracted from the token's value, and the cost can be 2 CAD, 3 CAD, or 4 CAD. Participants are informed about the values in written instructions.
The values are the same for all participants and do not change throughout the experiment. In order to ease the understanding of the induced values, the instructions provide participants with an example of how to calculate a total value of a token.
The nine choice sets used in the experiment are based on a fractional factorial design, as defined by Luchini and Watson (2014) . Table A .2 in Appendix A shows payoffs from purchasing tokens in each choice set. A payoff represents a net value of a token as determined by its size, color, and shape, after subtracting its cost. The payoffs range from negative 0.5 to positive 9.5.
The order in which the choice sets are displayed is randomized for each participant.
Treatments
Our experiment includes two treatments: one displays information about tokes for choice as continuous text (Text treatment), the other presents the information as a table (Table treatment) . 
Procedures
Before the experiment starts, participants receive a consent form, a written copy of the instructions, and a payment sheet. Participants sign the consent form, which is collected prior to the beginning of the experiment. Following this, the experimenter reads aloud the instructions and prompts for any clarifying questions. Participants are explicitly informed that their earnings will not be affected by the amount of time they take to make their choices, nor by choices of other participants. The instructions are identical for the two treatments. Every participant has a written copy of the instructions at their desk throughout the entire duration of the experiment, so they have the induced values at hand. If needed, participants are allowed to make notes and calculations on the paper instructions.
After the instructions are read, participants make choices of tokens in a sequence of nine tasks (that is, nine experimental rounds). In every task, they select one of three options: Token A, Token B, or Neither Token. Participants have three minutes for making a choice in a task, and the remaining time per task is displayed on a participant's screen. Participants are told that after completing all nine elicitation tasks, one of the tasks will be randomly drawn and their choice from this question will determine their earnings from the experiment.
Each participant receives an initial balance of 4 CAD, which they can use to buy tokens offered in elicitation tasks. As mentioned in Section 3.1, the cost of a token ranges from 2 to 4 CAD, hence, participants can afford any of the displayed tokens. In addition to the payment determined by the participant's choice in the randomly chosen task, everybody is paid a fixed amount of 6 CAD for participation.
The experiment is followed by a short questionnaire. The questionnaire asks participants on what basis they selected tokens, whether they calculated monetary values of tokens, how difficult the experiment appeared to them, and whether they felt pressured by time. Finally, the questionnaire elicits basic socio-demographic information.
Participants
The experiment was conducted in a designated experimental laboratory at the University of Alberta, Canada. A total of 12 experimental sessions were organized in a three-day period from July 24 to July 26, 2017. In each session, half of the participants were randomly assigned to the Text treatment and half to the The pool includes students, staff, and other campus community members and, thus, individuals vary in their socio-demographic characteristics. Participants were not allowed to attend more than one session. Table A .3 in Appendix A presents the distribution of the experiment participants across the treatments according to their socio-demographic characteristics, along with the results of statistical tests of differences in these characteristics between the treatment samples. As expected due to the random allocation to treatments, the samples do not differ significantly with respect to any of the characteristics. In the entire experimental sample, the average age is 29, a little more than half of the participants are females, more than half are students, and participants report that they have enough money to afford the leisure activities they like. 
Results
To examine whether the information display affects respondents' behavior in preference elicitation tasks, we compare the behavior of the experiment participants across the Text and Table   treatments . We assess the differences with respect to two outcomes: (1) payoff-maximizing choices and (2) time used for making a choice.
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Before we proceed, we check whether the treatment samples differ in responses to the follow-up questions about participants' behavior and perception of the experiment, which are 9 Given the nine elicitation tasks, this yields 1,035 observations in total. The analysis in the next section is based, however, on 1,032 observations because three participants did not give any answer in an elicitation task within the allotted time. 10 We use the characteristic whether participants have enough money for leisure as a measure of experiencing financial pressure. Those struggling with financial problems could feel stronger need to earn money from the experiment, which, in turn, might affect their behavior in the lab. 11 Valuation studies typically provide willingness-to-pay value estimates. In the context of our research goal and the induced-value experiment, recovering marginal values is not within main interest of the paper. Instead, we intend to contribute to the question how the behavior of survey respondents may differ across elicitation tasks with different formats of information presentation. Hence, we do not address the issue of marginal willingness-to-pay values in the empirical analysis.
assessed in the post-experiment questionnaire. We do so because in the analysis that follows, we sometimes split participants according to their responses in the follow-up questions. Participants' answers to these questions are reported in Table A .4 in Appendix A, together with results of statistical tests of differences in distributions of the responses across the two treatments. For none of the questions do we find a statistically significant difference between treatments. The majority of participants always / precisely calculate payoffs related to purchasing tokens; perceive making choices of tokens as easy or very easy; and have enough time to make their choices.
Payoff-maximizing choices
The first outcome of our examination of differences between text and table information presentation formats focuses on whether participants in the two treatments perform similarly in terms of making payoff-maximizing choices by selecting tokens with the highest net value. We find that the percentage shares of payoff-maximizing choices in all choices are almost identical across the treatments: 87.3% of choices in the Text treatment and 86.6% in the Table treatment.
We also do not observe any substantial differences in these shares across choice sets, as shown in Table A .5 in Appendix A. The shares are similar across the treatments and fall into the interval from 74.1% to 94.8%. This evidence suggests that none of the choice sets is particularly difficult for participants to answer.
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12 Interestingly, our results diverge to some extent from the results reported by Luchini and Watson (2014) . The total share of payoff-maximizing choices in their study is equal to 59.9%, and their experiment involves a sample of a similar size to the one we use, namely they have 54 experiment participants. Based on Table A .5 in Appendix A, the most pronounced differences in the shares across their study and ours are for choice sets A, B, and C.
Figure 2: Percentage shares of payoff-maximizing choices across rounds
As mentioned, the experiment consists of nine rounds, each with one elicitation task selected from the predefined choice sets. Because the order in which the choice sets are presented across rounds is randomized for each participant, we examine whether the percentage shares of payoffmaximizing choices change across rounds. This is illustrated in Figure 2 . The figure does not reveal any trend in the shares of payoff-maximizing choices as participants move from a task to a task in the sequence.
When we split the participants according to whether they always / precisely calculate monetary values of tokens, or not, we observe some differences in how the shares of payoffmaximizing choices evolve over rounds. Figure A .1 in Appendix A shows that for those who always / precisely calculate monetary values, the shares remain nearly constant throughout all elicitation tasks in the We next investigate factors that affect the probability of making a payoff-maximizing choice. To examine this issue, we estimate a random-effects logit model (with the random-effects intercept term being from a standard normal distribution), in which the dependent variable is binary-coded: equal to 1 for a payoff-maximizing choice and 0 otherwise. The results are displayed in Table 1 . We present two specifications: specification (I) with the treatment binary indicator as the only explanatory variable, and specification (II) with an extended set of explanatory variables.
Most importantly in the context of our research question, both model specifications show that the probability of making a payoff-maximizing choice does not differ significantly between the Text and Table treatments . This implies that how the information is displayed in an elicitation task -in a text or table format -does not affect choices made by participants. Other factors included in specification (II) impinge on the probability of making a payoff-maximizing choice. The probability decreases for participants who make their choices quickly (in up to 20 seconds) and for those who partake in a morning session. The probability increases as a participant moves through the sequence of elicitation tasks, which may be related to a learning effect, and as the difference in payoffs from tokens gets larger. 13 We use the absolute difference in payoffs from tokens in an elicitation task as a measure of the task difficulty. We note that SP literature uses also other measures, such as utility balance, that can help assess the difficulty of making a choice between options in a task. We use here, however, the simple and most direct measure as we believe that this is a good approximation of task difficulty in our study setting, where all utility levels are defined in monetary terms. Notes: *** and * denote 1% and 10% significance levels, respectively.
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Recent valuation literature places strong emphasis on making SP surveys incentive compatible (Johnston et al. 2017) . In order to assure incentive compatibility, the literature suggests employing only one value elicitation question or task. 14 We, therefore, verify whether the information display plays a role when preferences are disclosed in a single task. To this end, we estimate a logit model using data only from the first elicitation task, with the same dependent variable as in the model above. That participants are made aware of the sequence of nine elicitation tasks upfront does not disturb incentive compatibility of any single task in the sequence in our experiment, neither it should affect participant's behavior in the first task. Due to the random selection of one task as binding at the end of the experiment, truthful preference revelation is incentivized in every task. There is no reason to believe that participants' behavior in the first task would differ depending on whether information on subsequent tasks is given upfront or not.
Incentive properties of each task in our experiment remain unchanged throughout the entire sequence. We note that this differs from common field valuation surveys, which typically cannot assure independence of tasks, and, hence, the knowledge about upcoming next valuation tasks is demonstrated to impinge on respondents' choices (e.g., McNair et al. 2011 ).
The results of the model only for the data from the first elicitation question are presented in Table 2 . Similar to the preceding table, results of two model specifications are provided. The treatment variable is a significant predictor of the probability of making a payoff-maximizing choice in both specifications. It shows that, on average, participants are more likely to make a payoff-maximizing choice in the first task when the task has a table format than when it has a text format. This result may have important implications for actual applications of SP surveys. It suggests that in the surveys with one valuation task (or in the first value elicitation task in a sequence when all tasks are considered as independent), respondents may be more likely to make choices in line with their preferences when information is provided in a form of a table rather than 14 To make a sequence of value elicitation questions incentive compatible, one needs to assure independence between the questions, which is often difficult to be reliably implemented in field valuation surveys (Vossler et al. 2012) .
in a form of text. The table format may foster understanding and make identification of the preferred option easier. The finding that the significant treatment effect disappears over subsequent rounds might be a display of participants learning and adjusting to make choices when faced with a specific format of a valuation task. The effects of the remaining variables included in the model in Table 2 are consistent with the results from the model based on the full sample discussed above. Notes: ***, **, and * denote 1%, 5%, and 10% significance levels, respectively.
Time used for making a choice
The second outcome of differences between text and table formats of information display concerns the time used by participants to take decisions. The treatments differ with this respect: making a choice takes on average 48.2 seconds in the Text treatment and 36.5 seconds in the Table treatment. A graphical representation of the distributions of the choice-making time in the two treatments, shown in Figure 3 , indicates a large similarity between the distributions, with the main difference being the Text distribution is shifted to the right compared to the Table distribution.
Figure 3: Distributions of the choice-making time for the Text and Table treatments
The table format is not only associated with quicker choices, but also with behavior consistent with "clicking through" elicitation tasks. Among the participants who self-report they never or sometimes calculate monetary values of tokens, those in the Table treatment can arise from the way the experiment is programmed: participants need to wait until all other participants in their treatment select a token before the next task is displayed.
Observing that making a quick choice does not allow for proceeding faster through the tasks, participants could slow down. For all rounds, the choice-making time in the Text treatment is considerably higher, so it may cause the experience effect not to appear for this treatment.
To formally examine factors that affect the choice-making time, we estimate a randomeffects linear model with the dependent variable being the number of seconds a participant uses for selecting a token. As above, the random-effects intercept term is assumed to follow a standard normal distribution. Every explanatory variable in the model is interacted with a binary indicator variable for the Text treatment to make possible the identification of effects specific to the treatments. Consequently, the means can be interpreted as the effects for the Table treatment, Table. The results are summarized in Table 3 .
Figure 4 : Average choice-making time across rounds
The estimation results reported in Table 5 Table format, while the effect is not found to be statistically significant from zero for the Text format. A large absolute difference in the payoffs from the two tokens fosters quicker choice making in both treatments. The model also includes a measure of time pressure, which we approximate by the longest choice-making time observed in a given elicitation task in a session. Participants in sessions that take longer are not expected to experience as much time pressure. The results indicate that lack of or weak time pressure indeed invites participants to slow down their pace of selecting tokens, and the effect does not differ across the treatments. Notes: ***, **, and * denote 1%, 5%, and 10% significance levels, respectively.
Conclusions
Convergent validity of contingent valuation ("CV") and choice experiments ("CEs") has been examined in a large body of stated preference (SP) literature. However, the two terms used for defining different approaches within SP research have been interpreted in a variety of ways. We review the literature empirically addressing the issue of convergent validity of "CV" and "CEs", and identify six key differences in how the two approaches have been applied in practice, which include differences in design characteristics and methods of data analysis. We see the following two major shortcomings of the "CV" versus "CE" comparison literature to date: (1) the multitude of ways in which a typical "CV" and a typical "CE" differ across important design and methodological factors within a single comparison and (2) the lack of consistency in how the two approaches are implemented across studies. These shortcomings provide some rationale for why the literature has produced mixed evidence of convergent validity of "CV" and "CEs". We argue that the use of "CV" and "CEs" as broad descriptive terms is misguided because it masks rather than illuminates the many differences seen in the implementation of the approaches. We suggest that researchers shift their focus away from blanket "CV" versus "CE" comparisons to examining impacts of specific design characteristics and methods of data analysis.
Based on our literature review, we contend that one understudied important difference between "CV" and "CEs" is the format for displaying information in valuation questions. "CV"
typically presents information as text, while "CEs" usually uses tables for this purpose. Building upon this observation and noting that the differentiation in information display has not been isolated in previous comparisons of "CV" and "CEs", we empirically examine the role of the format of information presentation for respondents' behavior in valuation questions. Aside from the application to SP research, our study provides general evidence on how text-based and tablebased displays of information affect people's choices.
To empirically address the problem of the role of the information presentation format, we design and implement an induced-value experiment. Because we examine the role of information presentation format in a controlled setting, we are able to focus on the format question without concerns about incentive compatibility and other differences that often arise in field applications.
While the laboratory setting is "unusual" and may not always translate to field settings, we feel this is an important first step in identifying the impact of information presentation format on responses to valuation questions and on the accuracy of value elicitation. Our main experimental findings can be summarized in the three following points. First, the vast majority of participants are observed to make payoff-maximizing choices, consistent with the induced values, and overall, the chance of selecting a payoff-maximizing option is not affected by the way information is displayed. Second, when focusing on participants' choices in the first valuation task, their behavior appears to be influenced by the format of information presentation. Specifically, selecting a payoffmaximizing option is less likely in the text display than in the table display. Third, deciding on an option is found to take substantially more time in the text format than in the table format.
These findings have important, yet mixed, implications for current practices in SP research.
On one hand, the lack of difference in payoff-maximizing choices between text and table displays is positive for the generalizability of information presentation formats and points to convergent validity of values derived from text-based and table-based tasks. On the other hand, the significant difference evident in choices made in the first elicitation task could signal difficulties with valuation studies that employ a single task only. This later finding is of particular importance given the current recommendation for SP research which suggests using a single value elicitation question to avoid strategic responses and, hence, to assure incentive compatibility in SP studies (Johnston et al. 2017) . Combined with our empirical evidence, this opens an interesting question about the recommended display in a single valuation task, so that it would help obtain a true picture of public's preferences. Although our results indicate an advantage of using a table format of information presentation over a text format for the first task, we emphasize that this finding needs verification through further analyses.
Our experimental results correspond to previous findings related to the information presentation format, mainly derived from studies in the marketing literature. Differences in information displays could be expected to lead to divergent behavior of people, because the way information is presented is claimed to influence the information processing (Bettman and Kakkar 1977; Shi et al. 2013) . Some studies distinguish two separate stages of information processing which include information acquisition and information evaluation. They suggest that information display affects to a larger degree the former rather than the latter (Schkade and Kleinmuntz 1994) , and that people may accommodate differences in information presentation at the stage of information acquisition through adjusting time needed for the information analysis (Bettman and Zins 1979) . This is exactly what we observe: payoff-maximizing behavior does not differ across the information presentation formats, but participants adjust the time they use for making decisions and devote substantially more time in the text format where the information about characteristics of the evaluated good is displayed less explicitly. The short choice-making time in the table-based presentation may be related to the claim of Tversky (1969) that comparisons by attributes, as encouraged through the table-based presentation, are easier. Finally, following Ettlin and Bröder (2015) , we can say that our manipulations in the display between the two formats do not induce note-worthy changes in costs of information processing and, thus, the payoff-maximizing behavior is not affected.
There are several possible extensions to our assessment of the role of the information presentation, which mainly involve relaxing the experimental laboratory conditions to make the setting more closely reflect the context of actual field valuation studies. One characteristic of our study that is worth modifying is the good being evaluated. Instead of an abstract good defined by induced values, further research may consider valuing a real good. Most likely this modification would increase the complexity of the valuation problem, bringing it closer to the type of goods evaluated in field surveys. Subsequent research could also include a good which is less familiar for respondents to value. Given that the processes of value formation and information acquisition are likely related, we hypothesize that limited familiarity with the good being evaluated may translate into differences in the impact of information presentation on peoples' choices. Additional insights will be gained from examination of goods that do not have relatively easily defined best choices as well as moving from the lab with mostly student subjects to the field. Finally, SP methods are largely used to evaluate public goods. While our experiment focuses on a private good, an extension can use a public-good context. of a higher frequency of "clicking through" the tasks presented in tables may provide some support for this hypothesis, although a broader investigation of the motivation behind the participants' behavior is needed.
Our intents in this paper are to reframe the discussion from "CV" versus "CEs" to a discussion of components of SP design, and to focus on one understudied element of SP design features, namely the format of information display. SP applications have largely moved from textbased to table-based information presentation. Our analysis suggests that even for relatively simple goods and tasks, differences in elicited preferences can emerge between information presentation formats. The importance of these presentation impacts may be larger for complex public goods, where the validity of valuation studies could depend to a great extent on the presentation of information on the baseline, mechanism and change.
Appendix A Table   Notes : DC = dichotomous choice; DBDC = double-bounded dichotomous choice; PC = payment card; OE = open-ended; CL = conditional logit; RPL = random parameters logit; LC = latent class; DB logit = double-bounded logit; NL = nested logit; NR = not reported 
Instructions for the experiment
You are about to participate in an experimental study of how people make choices. At the beginning of the experiment, you are given an account with a balance of $4, and you can use the money in this account to buy tokens that are offered for sale in this experiment.
The experiment has 9 rounds. In each round, you will be offered two tokens: token A and token B. You will be asked if you want to buy one of the tokens and if so, which token. The tokens have different prices and values. You can buy at most one token in each round.
The value of a token depends on the token's characteristics. In this experiment, the tokens have three characteristics: their size (small, medium, large); their colour (red, yellow, blue); and their shape (circle, triangle, square The total value of each token is calculated by adding up the value of each characteristic. For example: a small, yellow, triangle token has a value of: $0.50 + $1.50 + $3.00 = $5.00.
The prices of the tokens offered for sale in this experiment vary and can be equal to $2, $3, or $4.
In each choice question, you will be shown on the screen the characteristics and the price of each token.
At the end of the experiment, one round, out of the 9 rounds you participated in, will be chosen at random by the computer and displayed to you on the screen. Your account balance at the end of the experiment will depend on the choice you made in this randomly chosen round:
• If you bought a token, the price of the token will be deducted from your initial account of $4 and the total value of the token will be added to your account.
• If you did not buy a token, your account balance will be unchanged at $4.
At the end of the experiment, you will be shown on the screen: the randomly drawn round which will determine your account balance, the total value of the token you chose in this round, the price of the token you chose in this round, and your account balance. Your total earnings from the experiment will be the account balance plus $6 for participation in the experiment.
Please write down your total earnings in the payment sheet you are provided with.
